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Documentation 
Centre in Greece
(EKT)
“We collect, aggregate, organise, 
document, disseminate and preserve 
the national scientific and cultural 
output, content and data that is 
being created in Greece”



The national aggregator for Greek content

● 76 institutions- 100 collections
museums, archives, ephorates, municipalities, foundations, 
research centers and libraries

● 800.000+  items
archeological sites, manuscripts, folklore 
and oral tradition, fine art and crafts, 
religious artifacts, maps, books, etc

● 500.000+ items delivered to Europeana

Biggest Greek scientific resources aggregator

● 61 institutions- 72 collections
Academic and institutional repositories, 
research centres, scientific institutions, 
public libraries and foundations

● 720.000+ items
grey literature, books, pre-prints, 
openaccess articles, dissertations, datasets



Vision Contributing towards a Digital Public Space
where the scientific and cultural content
that has been funded- in particular
by public funds- is reliable, accessible,
reusable and available in the long run,
to any community of interest and
the general public, with minimum access
requirements, in order to enable learning, creativity, 
inspiration and innovation.





The aggregation 
workflow

Emphasis on enrichment 
processes

Semantic enrichment 
tools 

Vocabularies publishing 
platform 



Original Item Types

Original Subjects

Original Time 
Values

Metadata Heterogeneity









Semantic 
Enrichment
Methodology

● Source metadata is kept intact

● Collection-specific enrichment methodology by configuring 

the mapping rules from the original distinct metadata values to 

vocabulary terms

● Semantic enrichment per record of themes, item types, 

temporal values and historic periods, and persons

● Development of or own bilingual vocabularies or extensions or 

adaptations of existing popular vocabularies (ie UNESCO 

thesaurus)

● Linking to popular vocabularies and resources (ie AAT, 

Wikipedia, etc)

● Semi-automatic process, heavily curated but supported by 

self-learning smart tools



Semantic 
Enrichment
Tools

Semantics.gr: platform developed by EKT where 
any institution can create, curate and publish LOD 
vocabularies, taxonomies, thesauri and authority files in any 
schema (SKOS but also MADS/RDF, EDM Contextual Classes, etc) 

Enrichment tool of Semantics.gr: a tool for setting 
enrichment mapping rules from distinct metadata values to vocabulary 
terms. Allows for semi-automatic and self-improving enrichment processes. 
Any party can use it to enrich their data







Title: Portrait of a girl.
Creator: Kantas Sisters
Date: 1890
Type: Photo

Provider: Digital Collections of 
the Hellenic Literary and 
Historical Archive (ELIA)

CC BY 4.0
Attribution
https://www.searchculture.gr/aggregator/e
dm/ELIA/000100-
22_430773?language=en



“every good search 
tells a story”
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Head of e-Services Unit
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THANK YOU!
Agathi Papanoti
Archeologist / Information Specialist, MA 
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